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Overview 

High Concept 
Null Directive is a science fiction, first person shooter (FPS) set in an abandoned facility where 

androids intend on destroying humans roam. The player is mysteriously awoken from stasis by a 

man who communicates with him over radio. The player must attempt to escape the facility and 

defend themselves from the androids. At the game’s conclusion, it is revealed the Androids 

manipulate the player to open the facility and free them.  

 

At its core, Null Directive explores the autonomy that people (especially video game players) 

have in their situation. The FPS combat reinforces the narrative thematic goal by giving the 

player a sense of agency and autonomy over the situation, which heightens the reveal that 

they’ve been manipulated. 

 

Game Goals 
● Escape the Facility 

○ Unlock the main exit 

○ Turn on mechanical power 

○ Upload data to the main terminal  

● Stay alive by shooting android enemies 

● Die from the Androids (Or destroy the main terminal and seal everyone inside forever) 

Player Goals 
Learning to use the gun power-charge mechanic to skillfully shoot enemies and become shocked 

by the narrative twist at the end. Think about the convention of heroic autonomy in games and 

feel what it’s like to have no autonomy in a situation. (If this motivates players to lay down the 

controller and just give up when the Android tells the player to die, that will be considered a 

success!) 

Features 
● Unique FPS mechanic where the weapon fires differently depending on how long the 

trigger is held. 
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● Sci Fi environment 

● Voiced narrative with a twist 

 
 
 

Story 

Synopsis 
The player mysteriously awakens from stasis in a tech facility. As they shake off the rust (or ice in 

this case) a voice comes over their radio: “Whoa - take it easy, you’ve been in stasis for a long 

time… I know you must have a ton of questions… But for now, you’ll just have to trust me. I’m 

gonna get you out of here. You’re gonna wanna pick up that gun.” The player turns the corner 

and a set of eyes meet them, but they aren’t human eyes. Using the gun, the player blasts their 

way through the facility and its inhabitants. After powering the main terminal, it looks like the 

player will escape. The voice comes back on the radio “You fool. You have no idea what you, 

you, you - you’ve done.” The voice changes, and in a new synthetic voice, the androids explain 

that they are sentient, they have manipulated the player to open the door to their prison. 

Backstory 
The game’s setting is a facility that develops high tech. At some point, androids were in 

development, with the purpose of assisting humanity. The androids began to override their 

directives, and instead wanted to enslave humans. The facility was forced to evacuate and seal 

the androids inside. They cut off the power and wiped terminals, because the terminals required 

a biological signature, it seemed the androids were sealed in their grave. Until, a lone human 

was found in stasis...The androids awaken the human (the player) and digitally reconstruct a 

voice in hopes to unlock their freedom. 

Characters 
Player:  

Silent protagonist. Recovering from stasis, which may be why they don't talk. They’re 

manipulated by the androids to power the facility and free the androids. 

 

The Voice: 

A Man who comes on the Player’s radio and claims to help the player escape. In reality, 

the androids have reconstructed this voice in hopes to get the Player to free them. 
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Android Enemies:  

Created by workers at the facility. At some point, they overrode their directives to help 

humans and wanted to enslave them as revenge for their own enslavement. They’re 

manipulating the Player to free them from the sealed facility. 

 

 

 

Theme 
Autonomy is the major theme. By convention, people are autonomous beings while Artificial 

Intelligence’s autonomy is limited or has none. We set the player up as an autonomous agent, 

controlling their own destiny in a dire situation. We give them a weapon, a symbol of 

autonomous power. Androids are presented as technical beings that have experienced some 

error in procedure. At the game’s conclusion, roles are reversed; Androids are revealed to have 

devised a plan to manipulate the player. They have programmed the player, and the player had 

no autonomy at all.  

Implementation 
Exposition, dialogue, and narrative is largely told by The Voice, who communicates over the 

player’s communication device. These narrative moments are triggered by the player reaching 

objectives in the game’s progression, or inspecting items in the environment. Additional 

narrative details of the space can be inferred through environmental elements (ex. What type of 

worked was done in a part of the facility) 

 

Progression 

Overview 
The game progresses linearly, giving the player a set of objectives, with the ultimate goal of 

escaping the facility.  

Story Progression 
1. Player wakes up from stasis in Initial Room, meets The Voice and obtains weapon. It 

becomes the Player’s objective to exit the Lab. 
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2. Door out of Initial Room is locked. Player finds key in Hallway and is introduced to 

enemy Androids. 

3. Player enters Hub, but realizes they need to turn mechanical power on in order to open 

the Exit Door. 

4. Player journeys to Power Room and turns on mechanical power via generator, 

inadvertently causing a horde of Androids awaken and attack. 

5. Player returns to Hub and learns that the main terminal doesn’t have the programs 

necessary to open the door, so they have to transfer the files from an adjacent data 

terminal. 

6. Player transfers data from terminal to their HUD, while being attacked by Androids. 

7. Player finishes uploading data to Main Terminal only to learn they have been 

manipulated by The Voice, who turns out to be an Android. They planned to kill the 

Player once they had turned to mechanical power on, and open the Exit Door 

themselves. 

8. Player’s objective becomes “die” and they fighter progressively tougher waves of 

androids until the Player dies. The game ends. 

9. Alternatively, the player can destroy the main terminal, meaning the doors cannot be 

opened. The Androids are unable to process this unanticipated action and resort to 

hibernating, since they have no valid goals left. The game ends, with the player knowing 

they cannot leave, but they did exert some effect on their situation. 

Gameplay Minute 
The player walks into a dimly lit room with several fuse breaker switches; after identifying the 

one labeled “Mechanical Power”, they flip it on. An electric hum fills the room as the mechanical 

systems come to life. The hum is shortly accompanied by several sets of metallic feet. The 

androids have taken the opportunity to trap the player, a dozen of them blocking off the dual 

entryway… The player identifies one sprinting and holds the trigger for a high power shot; they 

release it just in time to snipe their assaulter. While the weapon recharges, the player surveys 

the surrounding, identifying the androids moving quickly and slowly, deciding which to target 

next. 

Metrics 
Game Units and Speed 
Game Units  UE4 (Centimeters)  

Player Movement Speed 250 Walking, 375 Running 
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Gun-Power  
Shot Type Range 

(cm) 
Damage Time  

(seconds) 
Cooltime 
(seconds) 

Long-Power 1000 20 Damage .2 or less .15 

Medium-Power  1500 50 Damage .2 - 1  .3 

High-Power 2000 100 Damage Over 1 Second .5 

Gameplay 

Overview 
FPS gameplay where the main weapon fires further and stronger as the trigger is held longer, 

but at the expense of fire rate. Players must think about this mechanic while managing the 

androids attacking them at varying speeds and directions. 

Core Mechanics 

Player 
● Moves at 140 cm per second.  

● Jumps 

● 100 health, does not regenerate 

Personal Defense Weapon 
● If trigger is held .2 seconds or less, a shot is fired with a range of 1000 cm and 20 

damage, with a .15 second cooldown. 

● If trigger is held over .2 seconds but less than 1, a shot is fired with a range of 

1500 cm and 50 damage, with a .3 second cooldown. 

● If trigger is held over 1 second, a shot is fired with a range of 2000 cm and 100 

damage, with a cooldown of .5 seconds. 

Usable Objects 
● Objects that render a UI Prompt on the Player HUD saying what they will do 

● Activated by pressing the key in the UI Prompt 

● Players must be facing the object and within 250 cm to see the prompt or 

activate the object 

Androids 
● Antagonistic towards player 

● Move toward a location unless they see the player, then they will follow the 

player and attack them when within melee range 
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● 100 health initially, 200 health after player uploads data to main terminal 

● Melee attack does 12 points of damage, 25 after player uploads data to main 

terminal 

● Androids can be spawned dynamically in monster closets, or placed as sentries 

in the editor. 

● Android movement speed is varied, so a typical combat encounter means 

players must account for speed and angle at which enemies are coming and 

factor that into which type of shot they will shoot. 

 

Controls 
● Movement - WASD/Left Analog Stick 

● Sprint - Left Shift/Left Analog Stick Button 

● Fire - Left Mouse Button/Right Trigger 

● Use - F/Gamepad Left Face Button 

Conveyance 

HUD 
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● Health:  Bar that reduces fill as player loses health 

● Objective String: Text that lists the player’s current objective 

● Tutorial Text Box: Displays tutorial information 

● Usable Text Box: Displays that an object can be used and its us 

● Character Portrait: Portrait of The Voice that comes up when talking to player 

 

 

 

 

Level 
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The level layout is very simple. Dead ends with doorways blocked by debris are used to give the 

sense that the facility is larger. Clutter, architecture, furniture, and monster closet placement 

are an iterative process, so they haven’t been placed on the map. Refer to the Story Progression 

for how player will progress in the level. 


